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US Futures-World Markets: August 2020 was one for the history books. It was the best August for stocks in
34 years. The S&P 500 index has now posted gains for five months in a row. March seems like it was six years
ago. Forget FANG, FAANG, FAAMG or any other annoying anacronym you want. We’re now in the “ATA boy”
market. It’s all about Apple-Tesla-Amazon. Here is a recap from CNBC on yesterday’s action
https://cnb.cx/2YSZMQy . Tesla announced a share offering (equity distribution agreement) to raise up to
$5billion. Smart move after the stock split. This will shore up the balance sheet and provide liquidity. Zoom is
up 30% pre-market after revenue quadrupled from last year. Stock was +377% YTD. Yes, you read that
number correct. Still no deal from Washington, but investors expect further govt. action in an election year
with elevated unemployment numbers. S&P Futures vs. Fair Value: +8.45, 10-Yr Yield: 0.721%.
Saw this stat in Barron’s over the weekend: “Unlike almost any other asset class, holding stocks for the
long run increases the odds of making money in the market, observes BofA Securities strategist Savita
Subramanian. You have a 46% chance of losing money if you hold the S& P 500 for just one day, but just a
6% chance of losing money if you hold on for 10 years. And if you miss out on the market’s best days, you
can turn great gains into paltry ones.”
CORE Headlines:
 Factories across Europe and Asia continued to shake off the coronavirus gloom in August as the global
economy gradually emerges from a downturn triggered by the health crisis, thanks in part to massive
fiscal and monetary stimulus programs.-Reuters
 AstraZeneca has expanded its agreement with cell therapy firm Oxford Biomedica to mass-produce its
COVID-19 potential vaccine, as it looks to scale-up supply ahead of a possible U.S. fast-track
approval.-Reuters
 Apple has asked suppliers to make at least 75 million 5G iPhones for later this year, along with new
Apple Watch models, a new iPad Air and a smaller HomePod, Bloomberg News reported.-Reuters
 Federal Reserve vice chairman Richard Clarida said the central bank needed to be more skeptical of
models that predict higher inflation when setting interest-rate policy, given the weak response of
inflation to lower levels of unemployment over the past decade.-WSJ (I don’t blame him. We haven’t
seen it in forever.)
 The Trump administration has proposed a rule that would allow Medicare to approve coverage of
some innovative medical devices the same day the products are approved by the FDA.-WSJ (common
sense to me)
 China’s major banks reported their biggest profit drops in more than a decade, as the economic impact
of the pandemic led them to take large provisions against potential bad loans.-WSJ
 The peak of the Atlantic hurricane season has almost arrived, and forecasters are watching four areas
for possible tropical development this week as the calendar turns to September.-USA
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Researchers at Cornell and other institutions have developed a tiny robot that travels in the body and
uses semiconductors to facilitate external remote control—they move via laser impulses and are
small enough to exist next to bodily microorganisms.-NYP
New York’s cash-strapped Metropolitan Transit Authority is willing to open its books to the federal
government if it gets $12B in requested aid, according to chairman Pat Foye.-NYP (They should turn
this into a reality TV show. Would love to see how they squander money. Imagine a mgmt. meeting
where they dole out millions of dollars. Would be a real life ‘The Office’.
The federal govt has relaxed rules on feeding low-income students—under pressure from Congress,
the Agriculture Department agreed to extend special rules making it easier for schools to provide
subsidized meals, but only through December.-NYT
More than half of WMT’s top-spending families are now AMZN Prime members, raising the question of
whether they will subscribe to its new membership program, Walmart+.-Recode
The Trump White House and campaign are leaning into social unrest in Kenosha, Wisconsin, and
Portland, Oregon as the president’s most potent case for reelection, viewing the violence as a pivotal
opportunity to tighten the race and quickly gain ground on Democratic nominee Joe Biden.-Politico
Progressives are hoping for a big night in Massachusetts as voters head to the polls in the state's
Democratic primaries today, where incumbent senator Ed Markey faces a high-profile primary
challenge from representative Joe Kennedy III.-Hill
Ford (F) preparing to dismiss 1,000 salaried employees.-Bloomberg

Interesting Reads/Charts:
 WealthManagement.com: Proposed wealth tax in California https://bit.ly/3hKxezX (thx Trey) Pure
insanity, but not surprising.
 BI: Jack Ma’s Ant IPO has tech fundraising at its highest level since dot-com era https://bit.ly/34OLdkV
 The Ringer: Profile of John Thompson (RIP) https://bit.ly/31L79v5
Charts from The Daily Shot:
some updates on inflation.

• Longer-term inflation expectations continue to climb. The market is increasingly convinced that by letting the
economy run hot (and not worrying too much about “full employment”), the Fed may reach its 2% goal.
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However, to get the average inflation rate to 2%, the Fed will need price changes to hold above the target for quite
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some time. But does this policy run the risk of overheating the financial markets?

Source: @WSJ Read full article

• The recent US dollar weakness will boost import prices.
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• The US velocity of money is at record lows. Some suggest that this trend has been holding down inflation. But is the
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velocity of money bottoming?

The labor market continues to recover, with economists expecting the unemployment rate to dip below 10%.

Source: @markets Read full article
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US small businesses continue to struggle.

Source: @TheTerminal, Bloomberg Finance L.P., @LizAnnSonders

A peak in housing transactions is occurring similar to 2005, which preceded a decline in home prices. However, given the
current inventory shortages, the 2005 pattern is unlikely to repeat.

Source: Mitch Bollinger
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The S&P 500 has been up for five months in a row.

The S&P 500 typically performs well after reaching all-time highs.

Source: SunTrust Private Wealth Management
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This chart shows the contribution to the S&P 500 August performance by sector. (I almost forgot the energy sector still
exists.)

Source: S&P Global Market Intelligence
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JP Morgan says that the likelihood of a Trump victory has increased recently. (Seems like a coin flip election to me.)

Source: JP Morgan, @markets Read full article
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The combination of the above trend and the falling odds of Democrats flipping the Senate should boost tax-sensitive
shares.

Source: @PredictIt
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Both VIX and the S&P 500 have risen in recent weeks, which is unusual. (We mentioned this last week. It’s unusual, but
not unprecedented during a bull market rally.)

Source: @TheTerminal, Bloomberg Finance L.P.

The dollar broke below its uptrend support.
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A weak US dollar tends to be good for global growth.

Source: @ISABELNET_SA, @GoldmanSachs

Cash that travelers left in bins at airports: Can’t see JFK Airport without thinking https://bit.ly/34RdXJN of Goodfellas.
“JIMMYYYYY”

Source: Sophie Caronello, @TheTerminal, Bloomberg Finance L.P.

When reviewing the attached material, it is important to remember that past performance is not
indicative of future results.
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